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1 of 1 review helpful Fired from within By Geetha Sellamuthu This is a book which anyone who wishes to live a 
purposeful meaningful and an inspired life must read It has been written in a clear lucid manner which comes from a 
place of clarity and originality A book which would take leadership to a whole new level How to embrace and embody 
the finer qualities of Love compassion truthfulness courage authenticity and effect The Spark the Flame and the Torch 
is Lance Secretan s masterwork representing 35 years of intellectual property which he calls Higher Ground 
Leadership reg developed through his research client engagements coaching and teaching experience He has integrated 
his philosophy into a unified theory of inspired leadership It is broad effective and extraordinarily inspiring offering a 
comprehensive approach to being an inspiring person and therefore an inspiring and t We live in extraordinary times 
when breakthrough ideas and innovation are absolutely essential Humana embraced the ideas in The Spark the Flame 
and the Torch and they helped us define our future We have been inspired by Dr Secretan s groundbreaking work 
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